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Abstract: The pyrolysis characteristics of Shenmu coal under an atmosphere containing H2 (40%)
and another containing CH4 (40%) were studied via a thermogravimetric analysis, and the kinetic
parameters of pyrolysiswere calculated by using a distributed activation energymodel (DAEM). The
results showed thatH2 promoted the cleavage of CH‑like functional groups by providing reactive hy‑
drogen groups to combine with CH groups and –OH groups in the coal. However, the H2 and CH4
atmosphere inhibits the cleavage of oxygen‑containing functional groups such as carbonyl groups
andC–O groups, and this is unfavorable to the production of CO2 andCO. The pyrolysis weight‑loss
rate of raw coal decreases with the increase of the heating rate, and the weight‑loss curve shifts to
the high‑temperature region. At the same conversion rate and pyrolysis temperature, the activation
energy of pyrolysis under the H2 and CH4 atmospheres is lower than that under the N2 atmosphere,
and the activation energy does not conform to the Gaussian distribution. The activation energy of
pyrolysis was distributed in a narrow range, in which the activation energy of the H2 and CH4 atmo‑
spheres was concentrated in the range of 175–215 kJ/mol and 225–230 kJ/mol, respectively, and the
activation energy of the H2 atmosphere was lower than that of the CH4 atmosphere under the same
conversion rate.

Keywords: thermogravimetric analysis; pyrolytic atmosphere; pyrolytic properties; distributed ac‑
tivation energy model (DAEM); activation energy

1. Introduction
The Shenfu–Dongsheng coalfield is one of the large coalfields in the world, with an

area of about 11,000 km2 and proven coal reserves of 230 billion tons. The raw coal pro‑
duced in the coal field has the characteristics of low ash, low sulfur, low phosphorus, and
high volatile [1], especially its high oil content (about 10%), which is very suitable for ex‑
tracting tar from coal by medium‑ and low‑temperature pyrolysis [2–4]. At present, the
actual annual processing of low‑grade coal through the pyrolysis process in this area has
exceeded 60 million tons. Commonly used pyrolysis reactors include a moving bed, flu‑
idized bed, and rotary furnace. The pyrolysis conditions of different reactors include the
temperature [5], pressure [6], heating rate [7], and atmosphere [8]. The first three influ‑
encing factors have been deeply studied, and the influence of pyrolysis atmosphere has
attracted the attention of researchers in recent years due to the fact that H2, CH4, and other
gases generally exist in the atmosphere of the pyrolysis reactor, and the content may be
high. These gases can participate in the stabilization of free radicals and the reconstruc‑
tion of chemical bonds in coal, resulting in the differences of pyrolysis characteristics and
products. Zhang et al. [9] investigated the effects of different atmospheres on coal pyroly‑
sis by using a small fluidized bed. The results show that a H2 atmosphere will reduce the
yield of semi‑coke and increase the yield of tar. A CH4 atmosphere will increase the yield
of semi‑coke at 800 ◦C and promote an increase in the tar yield at a high temperature. In
addition, a reducing atmosphere is conducive to the light weight of tar. Zhong et al. [10]
studied the effects of different reaction atmospheres on the distribution and composition
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of coal pyrolysis products at a pyrolysis temperature of 850 ◦C in a fluidized bed. The re‑
sults showed that the addition of H2 at a faster heating rate reduces the yield of tar, while
CH4 promotes the formation of tar. A CH4 atmosphere can promote the formation of alkyl
naphthalene and benzene, and its split carbon can increase the yield of semi‑coke. Fidalgo
et al. [11] studied the effect of syngas (H2/CO) on the yield of tar from coal pyrolysis by
using a fixed bed reactor. At the same time, the properties of tar were characterized by
gas chromatography, mass spectrometry, and infrared spectroscopy, Compared with N2,
syngas (H2/CO) can obtain a higher pyrolysis tar yield and lighter tar. In addition, the tar
obtained from syngas (H2/CO) has greater aromaticity and is rich in oxygen‑containing
functional groups. Jin et al. [12] studied the effects of different atmospheres on the yield
and properties of coal pyrolysis products in a fixed bed reactor. The results showed that
H2 reduced the yield of semi‑coke by inhibiting the secondary reaction in the pyrolysis
process, H2 and CO2 promoted the yield of H2O through the reverse reaction of water gas
reaction, while CO inhibited the reaction, and CH4 promoted the content of benzene and
phenols in tar; CO can also inhibit the formation of phenols. It can be seen that researchers
pay more attention to the effect of pyrolysis atmosphere on the yield of dry distillation
products and the properties of tar.

In addition, the diversity of coal structure also leads to the complexity of coal pyroly‑
sis behavior. Therefore, there are many models describing coal pyrolysis process, mainly
including a single reaction model [13], total package reaction model [14], distributed ac‑
tivation energy model (DAEM) [15], and Friedman differential model and Ozawa Flynn
wall analysis method [16], and the kinetic parameters obtained by different methods will
also be different.

The DAEMmethod was first proposed by Vand [17] to describe the resistance‑change
behavior of metal films and then applied by Pitt [18] to the field of coal pyrolysis. It is con‑
sidered that the infinite parallel reaction model can be used to describe the infinite parallel
reaction in the process of coal pyrolysis. After long‑term development, Miura et al. [19]
finally proposed a new distributed activation energy model, the Miura integral method.
This method does not need to make assumptions about the activation energy distribution
and pre‑exponential factor in advance. The activation energy and pre‑exponential factor
can be obtained directly by integral method through experimental data, that is, DAEM
method has good adaptability to complex coal pyrolysis reaction. It can accurately de‑
scribe the pyrolysis process of coal in a wide pyrolysis temperature range, and its model
is consistent with the pyrolysis process of coal, so it has been widely used [20]. Alonso
et al. [21] found that the apparent activation energy of coal pyrolysis process proceedswith
the increase of conversion, and the distribution of activation energy is different in the py‑
rolysis process of different coal grades. Zhang et al. [22] established a new parallel reaction
model based on the distributed activation energy model and then obtained the pyrolysis
reaction kinetic model parameters. Using the model, the pyrolysis behavior of two low‑
rank coals was predicted, and the practicability of the model was verified by experiments.
The results showed that the model has a wide application range. Li et al. [23] analyzed
the pyrolysis kinetic characteristics of Lignite by using the DAEM method. The results
showed that the activation energy of coal pyrolysis process increases with the increase of
weight loss rate, but for the distribution function of the pyrolysis process ƒ(Eα), the curve
is not Gaussian. Zhao et al. [24] studied the applicability of DAEM method in their study
of the overall kinetics of the coal pyrolysis process and analyzed the influence of weight
loss in water loss and degassing and secondary degassing stages of coal pyrolysis on the
results of the DAEM method. The results showed that the activation energy distribution
function of the coal‑pyrolysis process obtained by the DAEM method had good indepen‑
dence in water loss and degassing and secondary degassing weight loss stages, and it is
reliable in a wide pyrolysis temperature range. Wang et al. [25] conducted basic research
on the pyrolysis characteristics of coal by combining experimental and modeling methods
and obtained the kinetic parameters by using the DAEM method. The results show that
the distributed activation energy model can effectively describe the main characteristics of
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coal pyrolysis process. To sum up, because the DAEM method does not involve a com‑
plex pyrolysis reaction mechanism, it can accurately describe the pyrolysis process of coal
in a wide pyrolysis temperature range. There are few studies on the influence of pyrolysis
atmosphere on coal pyrolysis kinetics, among which H2 and CH4 atmospheres have less
influence on the calculation results of the DAEMmethod [26,27].

In this research, a thermogravimetric analysis was used to study the effect of pyrolysis
atmosphere containing H2 and CH4 on the pyrolysis characteristics of low‑order coal. In
this paper, the conversion of functional groups during pyrolysis, the distribution charac‑
teristics of gas products under different pyrolysis atmospheres, and the behavior of pyrol‑
ysis under different pyrolysis heating rates are discussed. The kinetic parameters of coal
pyrolysis in a pyrolysis atmosphere containing H2 and CH4 were calculated by using a
distributed activation energy model (DAEM), and the influencing reasons and differences
of coal pyrolysis kinetics in pyrolysis atmosphere containing H2 and CH4 were analyzed.
We expect to provide basic data for the study of pyrolysis atmosphere as an influencing
factor in the process of coal pyrolysis.

2. Experiment
2.1. Materials

The coal samples used in the experiment were Shenmu low‑rank coal. The results
of proximate and ultimate analysis are shown in Table 1. The coal samples a with parti‑
cle size less than 75 µm were vacuum‑dried at 100 ◦C for 4 h and stored in sealed bags.
Their proximate analysis and ultimate analysis are shown in Table 1. Semi‑coke samples
were prepared by holding coal samples at 450 ◦C, 550 ◦C, 650 ◦C, and 750 ◦C for 30 min
in a tubular furnace. The carrier gases of the pyrolysis reaction were N2 (99.999%), H2
(60%N2, 40%H2), and CH4 (60%N2, 40%CH4), respectively. The carrier gas flow rate was
50 mL/min, and the carrier gas was injected through the hole at the bottom of the reactor.
The semi‑coke samples were cooled in a N2 atmosphere and then sealed in sample bags.

Table 1. Proximate analysis and ultimate analysis of coal samples.

Rank
Coal

Proximate Analysis/% Ultimate Analysis/%

Mad Aad Vdaf FCad Cdaf Hdaf O *daf Ndaf Sdaf
3.83 7.53 37.06 55.97 71.97 4.38 22.51 0.93 0.2

ad, air‑drying base; daf, dry‑ash‑free base; *, difference method.

2.2. TG‑MS Analysis
The pyrolysis characteristics of raw coal were studied by using SETARAMSETSYS

thermogravimetric analyzer (France) and Pfeiffer quadrupole mass spectrometer (TG‑MS)
(Germany). Thermogravimetric and mass spectrometer were connected through quartz
capillary (heated to 200 ◦C to avoid the condensation of gas generated by pyrolysis of
thermogravimetric analyzer). The change of sample weight was recorded by the thermal
analysis balance. The gas components generated from pyrolysis were analyzed by suction
of a small amount of gas [H2 (m/z = 2), CH4 (m/z = 16), H2O (m/z = 18), CO (m/z = 28), CO2
(m/z = 44)] in the ion chamber of mass spectrometer through capillary, and the change of
gas with the increase of pyrolysis temperature was recorded online in real time. In each
case, the mass of pulverized coal was 10 mg, the reaction carrier gas was N2 (99.999%), H2
atmosphere (60%N2, 40%H2), and CH4 atmosphere (60%N2, 40%CH4), and the flow rate
was 50 mL/min. The programmed heating rates were 5 ◦C/min, 7.5 ◦C/min, 10 ◦C/min,
15◦C/min, from room temperature to 850 ◦C, and the experiment was carried out under
atmospheric pressure.

2.3. FTIR Analysis
Functional group information of coal samples was provided by FTIR spectroscopy

(FTIR, Nicolet IS5, Thermo Fisher Scientific Company, Waltham, MA, USA). The sample
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was prepared by using KBr compression, with a scanning range of 400~4000 cm−1 and a
resolution of 4 cm−1. Figure 1 shows the infrared spectrum of raw coal [28]. It can be
seen that low‑rank coal is rich in various types of hydroxyl groups (3370 cm−1), and CH
functional groups such as –CH3 (1438 cm−1) and –CH2 (2925 cm−1) formed by aliphatic
and aromatic chains, which can be pyrolyzed into gaseous products such as H2, CH4, and
H2O.
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2.4. Distributed Activation Energy Model
The distributed activation energy model (DAEM) adopts the assumption of infinite

parallel one‑stage reactions, which should be well adapted to the solid phase and can
describe the reaction process well in a wide range of temperature intervals and ramping
rates [29].

The distributed activation energy model (DAEM) is based on two assumptions [30]:
(1) Infinite parallel reaction hypothesis: The reaction system is composed of numerous

independent first‑order reactions with different activation energies.
(2) Activation energy distribution hypothesis: The activation energy of each reaction

presents a continuous distribution and conforms to a certain functional form.
The weight‑loss rate at any time (t) in the pyrolysis weight‑loss process is given by

the following Equation (1):

w
w0

= 1 −
∫ ∞

0
exp(−k

t∫
0

exp
(
− Eα

RT

)
dt) f (Eα) (1)

wherew is the sampleweight loss at any time, t;w0 is the initial sampleweight; k0 is the pre‑
exponential factor corresponding to activation energy Eα; T is the temperature, R = 8.314
is the gas constant; and ƒ(Eα) is the activation energy distribution function, which satisfies
Equation (2). ∫ ∞

0
f (Eα)dEα = 1 (2)

According to the further analysis of the distributed activation energy model (DAEM)
by Miura et al. [19], a simplified and accurate method for calculating the activation energy
distribution curve ƒ(Ea) and pre‑exponential factor (k0) is the Miura integral method.

ln(
h

T2 ) = ln(
k0R
Eα

) + 0.6075 − R
RT

(3)

The activation energy (Eα) is obtained from the above formula, using the pre‑
exponential factor (k0) and activation energy distribution function ƒ(Eα). The steps are
as follows:
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(1) At least three weight loss curves under different heating rates were obtained.
(2) According to the selectedweight loss curve, the same conversion αmakes the ln(h/T2)–

1/T curve correspond to the temperature data.
(3) A series of Arrhenius straight lines with the same conversion can be obtained bymak‑

ing different heating rates on the ln(h/T2)–1/T diagram. The activation energy, Eα, at
different conversion can be calculated from the slope of these straight lines.

(4) With α to Eα, the distribution activation energy function ƒ(Eα) is obtained via the
differential calculation of the obtained curve.
For the activation energy (Eα) and activation energy distribution function ƒ(Eα) in

the calculation process, the change of volatile matter is taken as the starting point. Since
the pyrolysis process of low‑order coal will cause dehydration, degassing, thermal decom‑
position, and thermal condensation, in turn, when calculating the pyrolysis kinetics, it is
necessary to eliminate the interference of water on the kinetic calculation and select 150 ◦C
as the initial temperature for pyrolysis volatilization analysis.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Thermogravimetric Analysis

Figure 2 shows the pyrolysis weight‑loss curves of raw coal under N2, H2 (40%), and
CH4 (40%) atmospheres (pyrolysis heating rate of 15 ◦C/min). As can be seen from Fig‑
ure 2a, with the increase of pyrolysis temperature, compared with the N2 atmosphere, the
pyrolysis TG curve of coal moves to the low‑temperature zone in the H2 (40%) and CH4
(40%) atmospheres; that is, the H2 and CH4 atmospheres promote the pyrolysis weight
loss of coal. According to the DTG curve in Figure 2b, the coal pyrolysis process can be
divided into three stages. The first stage is from room temperature to about 380 ◦C, which
is the gas adsorbed by the removal of external and part of internal water, coal gap CO2,
and hydrocarbon organic small molecules in the initial stage of coal pyrolysis. The second
stage is about 380~550 ◦C, mainly depolymerization and decomposition reaction, which is
the most important stage of coal pyrolysis weight loss. In the third stage, the secondary
thermal polycondensation of coal occurs, and H2 is mainly precipitated. It can be seen
from Table 2 that, among the three stages of coal pyrolysis, in the first stage, H2 and CH4
atmospheres have no significant effect on the weight loss of coal pyrolysis. In the second
stage, the pyrolysis weight loss of coal in the H2 atmosphere was significantly higher than
that in the N2 atmosphere (22.96 and 18.38%), and the pyrolysis weight loss in the CH4
atmosphere (19.57%) was also greater than that in the N2 atmosphere; in the third stage,
the pyrolysis weight loss in the H2 and CH4 atmosphere (8.65 and 7.13%, respectively) was
less than that in the N2 atmosphere (10.09%). In addition, the fastest pyrolysis weight‑loss
rate in the H2 and CH4 atmosphere (0.179%/◦C and 0.147%/◦C) was higher than that in
N2 atmosphere (0.134%/◦C). It can be seen that the atmospheres containing H2 and CH4
have little effect on the weight loss of coal pyrolysis at a lower pyrolysis temperature. At
a higher pyrolysis temperature, the atmosphere containing H2 and CH4 can promote the
pyrolysis of coal, and the promotion effect of the H2 atmosphere is more obvious. The
analysis shows that the activity of the H2 molecule or hydrogen radical will increase with
the increase of the pyrolysis temperature. The cracking of organicmacromolecules and the
fracture of functional groups in coal will produce small molecular groups, which are easy
to combine with active hydrogen to form stable small molecular compounds, thus promot‑
ing the release of volatiles. In addition, it can be seen from Figure 2b that the pyrolysis
temperature exceeds about 750 ◦C; the TG curve in the CH4 atmosphere shows obvious
weight gain, which may be due to the partial carbon reaction [31] in CH4 atmosphere at
high temperature; and the generated carbon particles are adsorbed to the surface of the
crucible, resulting in the reduction of weight loss.
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Table 2. Pyrolysis characteristics of different pyrolysis stages.

Atmosphere Total Weight
Loss/%

Weight Loss
I/%

Weight Loss
II/%

Weight Loss
III/%

(dw/dt)max
(%/◦C)

N2 32.23 3.76 18.38 10.09 0.134
H2 (40%) 34.86 3.25 22.96 8.65 0.179
CH4 (40%) 30.68 3.98 19.57 7.13 0.147

3.2. Gas Product Release Analysis
In Figure 3, the release curves of H2, CH4, H2O, CO, and CO2 during coal pyroly‑

sis in N2, H2 (40%), and CH4 (40%) atmospheres are shown, respectively. It can be seen
from Figure 3a that the release range of CH4 gas during coal pyrolysis is mainly focused
on the second and third stages of thermal weight loss. The release sources of CH4 gas
mainly include the shedding of various functional groups in raw coal and the decomposi‑
tion reaction of methyl and methoxy functional groups in the fat chain or aromatic chain.
In addition, in the middle and later stage of pyrolysis, methyl or methylene functional
groups react with free H • to produce CH4 [10].

Coal‑CH3 (or ‑CH2) + H• → Coal + CH4 (4)

It can be seen from the reaction that the release of CH4 is closely related to methyl and
free hydrogen. It can be seen from Figure 3a that the release intensity of CH4 gas during
coal pyrolysis in the H2 atmosphere is higher than that in the CH4 and N2 pyrolysis atmo‑
spheres. Figure 4 shows the infrared spectra of semi‑cokes prepared in N2, H2‑containing,
and CH4‑containing atmospheres at different pyrolysis temperatures. At the same pyrol‑
ysis temperature, the aromatic CH group deformation vibration peak (860~880 cm−1) of
semi‑coke (H2 and CH4) is weaker than that of semi‑coke (N2), while the benzene ring C–
H stretching vibration peak (3000~3100 cm−1), the Cycloalkane, or aliphatic hydrocarbon
CH2/CH3 stretching vibration peak (2920~2950 cm−1) is slightly weaker than semi‑coke
(N2). This shows that, under the pyrolysis atmospheres containing H2 and CH4, more
CH, CH2, and CH3 groups are generated during coal pyrolysis; that is, H2 and CH4 at‑
mospheres can promote the cracking of aromatic CH groups and aliphatic CH2 or CH3
groups in coal, increase free radicals such as CH3• and CH2• produced during pyrolysis,
and improve the release of CH4; in the H2 atmosphere, the promoting effect of is more
obvious.
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Figure 3. Emission curves of CH4, H2, H2O, CO, and CO2 during coal pyrolysis in N2, H2 (40%),
and CH4 (40%): (a) CH4 release curve; (b) H2 release curve; (c) H2O release curve; (d) CO2 release
curve and; (e) CO release curve.

As can be seen from Figure 3b, there is basically no H2 release in the first stage of
coal pyrolysis. In the second stage, the escape of H2 comes from the decomposition of
some hydrogen‑rich matrix in the coal. The main release stage of H2 is the third stage of
pyrolysis, which mainly comes from the condensation reaction of organic matter in coal
and the aromatization of hydrocarbons [32]. It can be seen from Figure 4 that, at a higher
pyrolysis temperature, the deformation vibration absorption peak of aromatic CH group
in the wave number range of 860~880 cm−1 and the benzene ring C–H stretching vibration
peak [33] in the wave number range of 3000~3100 cm−1 of semi‑coke (H2 and CH4) are
weaker than that of semi‑coke (N2), in which the deformation vibration absorption peak
intensity of C–Hgroup of semi‑coke (N2) isweaker, indicating thatH2 promotes the release
of H2 during coal pyrolysis more than the CH4 atmosphere does.
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Figure 4. Infrared spectra of semi−coke (N2, H2, and CH4) at different pyrolysis temperatures.

Figure 3c is the release curve of H2O during coal pyrolysis. It can be seen that the re‑
lease ofH2O ismainly in two temperature ranges. In the first stage of pyrolysis (100~300 ◦C),
it is mainly the internal and external water and crystalline water in coal. It can be seen that,
in the first stage of pyrolysis, the atmospheres containing H2 and CH4 have little effect
on the release of internal water and crystalline water in coal, and the intensity of the sec‑
ond release peak of H2O is significantly improved. The second release range of H2O is
mainly the second and third stages of coal pyrolysis; it mainly comes from the decompo‑
sition and fracture of various oxygen‑containing functional groups (mainly OH groups)
in coal and the redox reaction between pyrolysis carrier gases [34]. It can be seen from
Figure 4 that, in the second and third stages of pyrolysis, at the same pyrolysis temperature,
the absorption peak of semi‑coke prepared from the H2‑containing pyrolysis atmosphere
in the wave number range of 3350~3700 cm−1 is weaker than that of semi‑coke (N2), the
functional groups corresponding to the absorption peak in this wave number range are
mainly alcohol/phenol OH stretching vibration and free and associated –OH [35], and the
OH absorption peak of semi‑coke (H2) in this wave number range is weaker than that of
semi‑coke (N2). This shows that the pyrolysis atmosphere containing H2 promotes the
cracking and release of –OH groups during coal pyrolysis. According to the analysis in
Figure 3c, H2 promotes the combination of active hydrogen groups and –OH to release
more H2O, while the absorption peak intensities of –OH functional groups of semi‑coke
(CH4) and semi‑coke (N2) are similar, so it has little effect on the formation of H2O.

As shown in Figure 3d, there are CO2 release peaks in the three weight‑loss stages of
coal pyrolysis. The first release interval is mainly the CO2 molecules adsorbed on the coal
surface and in the gap, the second release interval is mainly the release of the decomposi‑
tion and fracture reaction of oxygen‑containing functional groups such as carboxyl and car‑
bonyl during coal pyrolysis, and the third release stage mainly comes from the decomposi‑
tion of carbonateminerals in coal ash and the fracture of partially stable oxygen‑containing
heterocyclic organic matter [36]. As can be seen from the comparison between Figure 3d,e,
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the second release range of CO2 and the release temperature range of CO during coal py‑
rolysis (380~550 ◦C) almost coincide. In this temperature release range, groups such as–
COOH, C–O, and C=C in coal decompose and break, some will escape in the form of CO,
and the others will combine with free oxygen atoms in coal to form CO2 molecules. It can
be seen from Figure 4 that the intensity of the telescopic vibrational absorption peaks [37]
representing carbonyl groups and aromatic C=C near 1600 cm−1 for semi‑coke (H2 and
CH4) prepared before the pyrolysis temperature of 750 ◦C are significantly stronger than
that of semi‑coke N2, while the C–O telescopic vibrational absorption peaks [38] in phenol
and alcohol groups (range of 1100–1300 cm−1) are also stronger than that of hemi‑coke
N2; thus, we can infer that the H2‑ and CH4‑containing atmospheres might have inhibited
the breakup decomposition of carbonyl groups, as well as oxygen‑containing functional
groups, during coal pyrolysis, thus inhibiting the release of CO2 and CO in the coal py‑
rolysis process. Therefore, we can infer that the atmosphere containing H2 and CH4 may
inhibit the fracture decomposition of carbonyl and oxygen‑containing functional groups
in the process of coal pyrolysis, thus inhibiting the release of CO2 and CO in the process
of coal pyrolysis.

3.3. Effect of Heating Rate on Coal Pyrolysis Process
The TG‑DTG curves of raw coal at different heating rates in N2, H2‑containing, and

CH4‑containing atmospheres are shown in Figure 5. It can be seen that, under the N2 py‑
rolysis atmosphere, with the increase of heating rate, the difference between the TG and
DTG curves is obvious, the pyrolysis weight loss rate of raw coal decreases, and the TG
curve moves to a high temperature. Under pyrolysis atmospheres containing H2 and CH4,
the variation law of the TG‑DTG curve of raw coal is similar to that of the N2 pyrolysis
atmosphere. It can be seen from the DTG data in Table 3 that the maximum weight‑loss
rate, (dw/dt) max, increases, and the DTG peak shifts to the high‑temperature zone. This
is because the increase of the heating rate has an impact on pyrolysis. The reaction time
experienced by the coal sample is shortened, and the heat‑transfer lag delays the pyrolysis
reaction to a certain extent. The precipitation of volatile matter needs to be carried out
at a higher temperature; that is, the precipitated gas and tar cannot be precipitated from
the coal sample in time, and within the same pyrolysis temperature range, the pyrolysis
weight‑loss rate of raw coal will decrease with the increase of heating rate, and the pyrol‑
ysis weight‑loss curve will move to the high‑temperature zone.
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Figure 5. TG−DTG curves of coal pyrolysis: (a) N2 atmosphere; (b) H2 (40%) atmosphere and;
(c) CH4 (40%) atmosphere.
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Table 3. Pyrolysis characteristic parameters of coal samples at different heating rates.

Heating
Rate/(◦C/min)

N2 H2‑40% CH4‑40%

Tmax/◦C
(dw/dt)

max%/min Tmax/◦C
(dw/dt)

max%/min Tmax/◦C
(dw/dt)

max%/min

5.0
7.5
10.0
15.0

437.88 0.142 434.37 0.153 437.46 0.140
444.87 0.211 436.70 0.237 440.15 0.209
447.17 0.228 442.39 0.280 446.50 0.261
453.75 0.336 445.51 0.431 449.45 0.379

3.4. Kinetic Analysis
Figure 6 shows the different conversion rates (α) of raw coal in N2, H2 (40%), and CH4

(40%) pyrolysis atmospheres, respectively. The correspondingArrhenius curve is obtained
by selecting a series of data points with conversion rates of 0.1~0.9 from the TG curve to
make ln(h/T2) and 1/Tl curves, so as to calculate the activation energy (Eα) at different
conversion rates.
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Figure 6. Different conversion α Arrhenius curve of coal: (a) N2 atmosphere; (b) H2 (40%) atmo‑
sphere and; (c) CH4 (40%) atmosphere.

It can be seen from Figure 7a that the activation energy, Eα, of the pyrolysis process
shows an increasing trend with the increase of the conversion rate, α, and the pyrolysis
temperature under an N2 atmosphere, H2 (40%) atmosphere, and CH4 (40%) pyrolysis at‑
mosphere. At the initial stage of pyrolysis, raw coal is first released in the form of small
molecules by the pyrolysis of organic side chains with poor thermal stability and active
functional groups, and the required pyrolysis activation energy is small. With the increase
of the pyrolysis temperature, the organic chemical bonds in the coal structure continue to
break, resulting in tar and a large number of hydrocarbons. The coal structure gradually
becomes orderly and increases the difficulty of pyrolysis, so the required pyrolysis activa‑
tion energy gradually increases. At the same conversion and pyrolysis temperature, the
pyrolysis activation energy in the H2 (40%) and CH4 (40%) pyrolysis atmospheres is lower
than that in the N2 atmosphere. Among them, the activation energy in the H2 (40%) atmo‑
sphere is slightly higher than that in CH4(40%) pyrolysis atmosphere, between α 0.1 and
0.2, and lower than that in N2 atmosphere, in the range from α 0.2 to 0.9. As can be seen
from Figure 5b, when α in the range of 0.2~0.7 (interval 0.05), ln(β/T2) has a good linear cor‑
relationwith 1/T, R2 is above 0.95, andR2 in theH2 (40%) atmosphere is slightly higher than
that in the N2 atmosphere and CH4 (40%) atmosphere. During the initial stage of pyrolysis
and thermal condensation, the linear correlation between ln(h/T2) and 1/T decreased, and
its R2 was in the range of 0.85~0.95. It shows that DAEM method can accurately describe
the pyrolysis weight‑loss process of low‑rank coal in a wide temperature range, and the
kinetic parameters obtained are more accurate. As can be seen from Figure 8, compared
with the N2 pyrolysis atmosphere, the distribution of the activation energy of pyrolysis,
Eα, for H2 (40%) and CH4 (40%) is very narrow, in which H2 (40%) is concentrated in
the range of 175~215 kJ/mol, while the Eα in CH4 (40%) is concentrated in the range of
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225~230 kJ/mol. In addition, the Eα in the N2 pyrolysis atmosphere is mainly distributed
in the range of 250~275 kJ/mol. When the conversion exceeds 0.7, Eα is distributed in the
range of 300~350 kJ/mol.
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Figure 8. Activation energy, Eα, distribution density curve.

It is generally considered that the activation energy distribution obtained via the
DAEM method conforms to the Gaussian function [39]. that is, the Gaussian distribution
can be used to simplify the analysis of coal pyrolysis process. It can be seen from Figure 6
that the activation energy obtained by low‑order coal in N2, a H2 (40%) atmosphere, and a
CH4 (40%) pyrolysis atmosphere does not conform to the Gaussian distribution, and this
result is consistent with the research results of Miura et al. [19]. It shows that the Gaus‑
sian function does not always reflect the true distribution of pyrolysis activation energy.
In addition, when the conversion reaches 0.7, the pyrolysis temperature is about 700 ◦C,
most volatile substances in the coal are precipitated, mainly the thermal polycondensation
of semi‑coke, the decomposition of minerals in ash, and the partial carbon decomposition
of CH4 gas, resulting in the increase of the weight of experimental samples. These factors
will lead to a certain impact on the calculation of pyrolysis kinetic parameters by using the
DAEM method. In Figure 5b, R2 is basically above 0.9 in the conversion range of 0.1~0.9,
which shows that the DAEMmethod can accurately describe the pyrolysis process of low‑
rank coal in a wide temperature range.

In conclusion, at a lower pyrolysis temperature (α about 0.1~0.2), compared with N2
atmosphere, the H2 (40%) and CH4 (40%) atmospheres have less of a promoting effect on
coal pyrolysis, the release intensity of the H2 gas products CH4 and H2O is similar to that
of the N2 atmosphere, and the activation energy required for pyrolysis is slightly lower
than that for the N2 atmosphere. With the progress of pyrolysis conversion, the promoting
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effect of H2 (40%) and CH4 (40%) atmospheres on coal pyrolysis is significantly increased;
the release intensity of gas products H2, CH4, and H2O is significantly stronger than that
of N2 atmosphere; and the activation energy required for pyrolysis is also significantly
reduced. Compared with CH4 (40%) atmosphere, the H2 (40%) atmosphere greatly pro‑
motes the pyrolysis of coal. Therefore, under the same conversion rate, the Eα in the H2
(40%) atmosphere pyrolysis atmosphere is lower than that in the CH4 (40%) one. Figure 9
shows the schematic diagram of the reaction process; Figure 9a shows the process of H2
and coal pyrolysis, where H2 promotes the formation of H2, CH4, and H2O by providing
reactive hydrogen groups to combine with CH groups in coal, as well as –OH functional
groups, and by promoting the cleavage of CH‑like functional groups; and Figure 9b shows
the activation energy distribution under the DAEMmodel.
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4. Conclusions
The pyrolysis of raw coal under different atmospheres shows some variability, the

activation energy distribution does not satisfy the Gaussian function and has a narrow
distribution, and the conversion rate is high in CH4 atmosphere under the same pyrolysis
conditions, thus providing a reference for the pyrolysis of this low‑rank coal, specifically
including the following conclusions:
(1) The H2 (40%) atmosphere obviously promotes the second and third stages of coal py‑

rolysis weight loss (higher than 380 ◦C). H2 promotes the formation of H2, CH4, and
H2O by providing the combination of active hydrogen groups with CH groups and
–OH functional groups in coal and promoting the cracking of CH functional groups.
The H2 (40%) and CH4 (40%) atmospheres inhibit the cracking of oxygen‑containing
functional groups such as carbonyl and C–O groups, and this is not conducive to the
formation of CO2 and CO.

(2) In the same pyrolysis temperature range, the pyrolysis weight loss rate of raw coal
will decrease with the increase of heating rate, and the pyrolysis weight‑loss curve
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will move to the high‑temperature zone. The pyrolysis conversion is in the range of
0.2~0.7, ln (β/T2) has a good linear correlation with 1/T, and R2 is above 0.95. At the
same conversion and pyrolysis temperature, the pyrolysis activation energy of theH2
(40%) and CH4 (40%) pyrolysis atmospheres is lower than that of the N2 atmosphere.
The activation energy of low‑rank coal in N2, H2 (40%), and CH4 (40%) pyrolysis
atmospheres does not accord with Gaussian distribution.

(3) H2 (40%) andCH4 (40%) atmospheres promote the release ofH2, CH4, H2O, and other
products during coal pyrolysis; promote the weight loss of coal pyrolysis; and reduce
the activation energy required for coal pyrolysis. The pyrolysis activation energy, Eα,
distribution is narrow in the H2 (40%) atmosphere and CH4 (40%) atmosphere: the
H2 (40%) atmosphere’s Eα is concentrated in the range 17~215 kJ/mol, while the Eα
in the CH4 (40%) atmosphere is concentrated in the range of 225~230 kJ/mol, and the
Eα in the H2 (40%) atmosphere is at the same conversion pyrolysis atmosphere below
CH4 (40%).
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